
Goodbye Paris Character Sketches 
   

Kay Boyle (26) Fiercely ambitious, insecure, volatile and 
flirtatious with a tendency towards literary hero-worship. A 
desperate, thin beauty in the process of meltdown. Her only 
anchor is Robert McAlmon a man she desperately loves and can 
never possess. He becomes the inspiration for a career spanning 
more than 40 volumes; novels, poetry, non-fiction and essays. 
Boyle became the most published short story writer in the history 
of The New Yorker Magazine. Honors include; O’Henry Awards 
and a  lifetime achievement award from the National Endowment 
For The Arts. Vocal range G below middle C to D9th above middle C) 
 
Robert McAlmon (31) A destructive force devoted to doing good. 
Slight, angular with icy eyes and complete disdain for all of 
humanity. The renowned avant-garde publisher was a highly 
functional alcoholic, exploding with restless energy, at the center 
of everything;  publishing Hemingway and Stein, editing Ulysses 
for Joyce and churning out his own brand of fast paced modern 
prose. Quick-witted and cynical McAlmon is ruthlessly honest 
about everything except his own homosexuality.  He loves Kay but 
can’t return her affection.  (Vocal range; low B9th below middle C 
to E above middle C ) 
 
 
 
Buffy Glassco (18) A seductive opportunist with a fearless desire 
to experience all that life has to offer.  The dispossessed son of a 
wealthy Montreal family he is bisexual, narcissistic, witty and a 
talented poet and pornographer. Buffy is barely surviving as a 
want-to-be gigolo and looking for work.  (Vocal range F below 
middle C to G above middle C. )  
 
 

 
Morley Callaghan (26) Terribly serious about life and art. An 
up-and-coming novelist from Toronto Morley is short, almost 
pudgy and sports a pencil thin moustache that does little to hide 
his boyish appearance.. Terribly thin-skinned. Very concerned 
about what it means to be a man. Hero worships his mentor 
Hemingway. He’s also a skillful, college-level amateur boxer. 
(Very straight and earnest. Vocal range Eb below middle C to D 
above middle C.) 

 
 



Gladys Palmer Brooke, The Dayang Muda of Sarawack 
(45) An aristocratic,  addlepated sexpot. The ex-wife of the 
improbable white Raja of Sarawack (in New Guinea) who has 
stolen her children and ruined her reputation. With Kay and 
Buffy’s help, she creates a fictitious version of her life that 
earns her a syndicated gossip column. She is by turns 
snobbish and silly but when the chips are down, she’s a 
fiercely loyal friend. Oh – and kinky as hell. (Vocal range B 
below middle C to C above middle C.)  

 
 

 
Scott Fitzgerald (32) A literary genius and perpetual 
adolescent. Sweet, handsome, generous and charming, 
Fitzgerald was pegged as ‘the voice of his generation’ and it 
ruined him. He’s cracking up. Alcoholism is overwhelming 
him. Subject to rapid mood swings and self-destructive 
actions.. His powers as a writer are failing him and sexual 
insecurity has begun to dominate his life.  (Vocal range; Eb 
below middle C to D above middle C.) 
 
 
 
 
Zelda Fitzgerald (28) A beautiful, headstrong southern belle 
caught up in a struggle to escape from the shadow of her 
famous husband. A decent writer and painter, she has 
recently decided to become a ballerina. Passionate, wild, 
intense and driven, Zelda is extremely flirtatious and 
emotionally volitile. She is struggling with a new found 
conviction that she is a lesbian and Scott is sleeping with 
Hemingway.  (Vocal range; Ab below middle C to D9th above 
middle C.)  
 
 

Ernest Hemingway (29) A big handsome all-American boy 
full of exuberance, opinions and confidence.  But also a 
compulsive liar obsessed with masculinity because he 
doubts his own. His mother raised him as a girl and his 
sexual hang-ups could fill a Freudian textbook.  Poisonous 
tendency to undermine the confidence of friends whom he 
fears may have more talent that himself. A clumsy, but 
pugnacious fighter. (Vocal range; D below middle C to E 
above middle C.) 
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